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AI Function Description
1. Setup
1.1 FD—Face Detection
After entering【Remote Setting】，Select Intelligent to enter FD—Face
Detection . As the shown in picture 1-1

Picture 1-1 FD—Face Detection menu


Enable：Enable or disable FD—Face Detection.



Dynamic Marking: can choose to show or not show the track



Face Enhance： Turn on the face enhance function to enhance the effect
of the face image captured by the moving target, so as to make it clearer.
However, enable this function will take up more resources of IPC, making
the overall effect of the screen worse.



Rule Kind：There are two rule. Rect & Line. It has its own detection scope
and rule type.
① Rect：
Detection Range：There are two mode for setting detection area. Full
Screen & Customize
Full Screen：The detection area is the camera all cover area.
Customize： Select this mode and a region box will appear on the
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small window. Click the red small box next to the digital ID of the region box to
drag or stretch the region.
② Line：
Rule Type： There are two types, A→ B and B → A. Draw a regular
line from A to B (or B to A) on the area. When the face moves from A to B
(or from B to A), the rule will be triggered to capture the human face.


Detection Mode：There are two type. Motion Mode & Static Mode.
① Motion Mode：Can snap the human and human face in motion.
② Static Mode：Can snap the human and human face in static.



Snap Mode：There are three recognition modes, default mode, real-time
mode and interval mode.



Optimal：When person enters the monitoring area, the camera will always
capture. After a person leaves the monitoring area, the best and clearest of
the captured images in this period will be send to the recorder.



Realtime Mode：One picture will be send to the device when a human or
vehicle enters the monitoring area in IPC, and the second picture will be
send to NVR when a person or vehicle leaves the monitoring area.



Interval Mode：Push pictures to the docking device. You can set the
maximum number of times to send and the interval for each picture to be
sent.



Snap Number： Number of push pictures for each locked target can be
set as 1, 2, 3 and infinite times, that is, push pictures to the board end
device once every N seconds, and push once, 2, 3 and infinite times. (Note:
this function is available in interval mode)



Snap Frequency：n s/pic （n can set to 1—255），Select the best snapshot
every N seconds and push it to the docking recorder.



Apply Mode： Frontal View、Multi Angle & Customize.
① Frontal View：Only snap frontal view.
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② Multi Angle：Can capture video from multiple perspectives
③ Customize：Custom snap angle：
Roll Range： The roll range of face capture can be set to 0-180.
Pitch Range：The pitch range of face capture can be set to 0-180.
Yaw Range: The YAW range of face capture can be set to 0-180.
Picture Quality：The picture quality of face capture can be set to
0-180.


Min Pixel：The lowest pixel setting of human and vehicle. When the
recognized object is smaller than the pixel, no alarm is generated
accordingly. It can be set to 64-1080. Note: the figure recognition function
recognizes the whole picture as a 1080p picture.



Max Pixel：The highest pixel setting for people and vehicles. When the
recognized object is larger than the pixel, no alarm will be generated
accordingly. It can be set to 32-1080. Note: The image recognition function
can recognize the entire image as a 1080p image.

Frontal Default：Can set the frontal view to load default.
Multi Default：Can set the multi view to load default.

（Note: Trigger FD，"S" will appear on the channel, A pop-up window will
appear in the lower left corner of the page, In addition, PID / LCD and PD
& VD / FD are mutually exclusive and cannot be enable at the same time）

1.2 PD&VD—Pedestrian & Vehicle Detection
Function description: in the preview page, detect the moving pedestrian and
Vehicle.
After entering【Remote Setting】，Select Intelligent to enter PD&VD setting
menu. Click PD&VD—Pedestrian&Vehicle Detection to enter PD&VD
detection menu. As the shown in picture 1-2
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Picture 1-2

PD&VD detection menu



Enable：Enable or disable PD&VD detection



Sensitive ：PD &VD detection can be set to 0-100. The larger the value is,
the more accurate the triggering, and the more like the shape of
Pedestrian & Vehicle, the more accurate the triggering. The default
sensitive detection is 60.



Dynamic Marking: can choose to show or not show the track



Snap Mode：There are three recognition modes, default mode, real-time
mode and interval mode



Default：The default optimal mode. When human or a vehicle enters the
monitoring area, the camera will always capture. After a human or a
vehicle leaves the monitoring area, the best and clearest of the captured
images in this period will be saved in NVR. Default (IPC can’t save
picture).



Realtime Mode：One picture will be send to the device when a human or
vehicle enters the monitoring area in IPC, and the second picture will be
send to NVR when a person or vehicle leaves the monitoring area.



Interval Mode：Push pictures to the docking device. You can set the
maximum number of times to send and the interval for each picture to be
sent.
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Snap Number： Number of push pictures for each locked target can be
set as 1, 2, 3 and infinite times, that is, push pictures to the board end
device once every N seconds, and push once, 2, 3 and infinite times. (Note:
this function is available in interval mode)



Snap Frequency：n s/pic （n can set to 1—255），Select the best snapshot
every N seconds and push it to the docking recorder.



Min Pixel：The lowest pixel setting of human and vehicle. When the
recognized object is smaller than the pixel, no alarm is generated
accordingly. It can be set to 64-1080. Note: the figure recognition function
recognizes the whole picture as a 1080p picture.



Max Pixel：The highest pixel setting for people and vehicles. When the
recognized object is larger than the pixel, no alarm will be generated
accordingly. It can be set to 320-1080. Note: The image recognition
function can recognize the entire image as a 1080p image.



Detection Type：There are two type of Pedestrian & Vehicle，select the
type to detect. Two detection types, pedestrian and vehicle, can be opened
at the same time.



Detection Mode：There are two detection mode. Motion Mode & Static
Mode.



Motion Mode：Can snap the human or vehicle in motion.



Static Mode：Can snap the human or vehicle in motion or static.



Detection Range： Setting detection area. There are two mode, Full
Screen & Customize.



Full Screen：The detection area is the camera all cover area.



Customize： Select this mode and a region box will appear on the small
window. Click the red small box next to the digital ID of the region box to
drag or stretch the region.
（Noted：Trigger PD&VD，"S" will appear on the channel, identify the
pedestrian line in green box, and identify the vehicle line in blue box. A
pop-up window will appear in the lower left corner of the page, as shown in
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picture 4-12. In addition, PID / LCD and PD & VD / FD are mutually
exclusive and cannot be enable at the same time）

1.3 PID—Perimeter Intrusion Detection
After entering【Remote Setting】，select Intelligent to enter PID MENU
setting. Default enter PID—Perimeter Intrusion Detection menu，as shown in
following picture 1-3

Picture 1-3

PID setting menu



Enable：Enable or disable PID detection



Sensitive ：Sensitive level, range is 1-4, default to 2. If the detected object
sensitivity is higher, the moving Object can be detected easily. Meanwhile,
the false detection rate is higher. Suggest to use default level.



Dynamic Marking: can choose to show or not show the track



Detection Type： The detection types include pedestrian and vehicle.
When the settings are enable, the only detect the alarms triggered by
human or vehicles, but need to consume more CPU of IPC. If it is not
turned on, all objects passing through the line will be detected.



Rule Number：Max set 4 rule number. Draw a rule area on the area map,
and click to the next few rules, then you can draw rules on the area map.
The rule switch and rule type of each rule are independent, and they need
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to be opened, closed or set separately.


Rule Switch



Rule Type：Setup to each rule, A->B means can detect A to B direction

：The switch to every rule

moving, B->A means can detect B to A direction moving, A ←→B means
can detect two directions moving.


PID (perimeter intrusion detection): click on the area, draw a square
area of four points, and then set it as a perimeter intrusion detection rule.
You can draw four rule areas, each rule has a corresponding digital ID.
Click the red small box next to the digital ID of the rule, and you can drag
or stretch the perimeter intrusion detection rule area.
（Note: when PID (perimeter intrusion detection) is triggered, "S" will appear
on the channel, and a pop-up window will appear in the lower left corner of
the page, as shown in picture 4-9. In addition, PID / LCD and PD & VD /
FD are mutually exclusive and cannot be enable at the same time）

1.4 LCD—Line Crossing Detection
Function description: in the preview page, detect and follow up the moving
object to pass through the guard line. After entering the [remote setting], select
intelligent to enter the intelligent alarm setting interface, and click LCD line
crossing detection to enter the crossing detection setting interface, as shown in
picture 1-4 .
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Picture 1-4

LCD setting menu



Enable：Enable or disable PID detection



Sensitive: Sensitive level, range is 1-4, default to 2. If the detected object
sensitivity is higher, the moving Object can be detected easily. Meanwhile,
the false detection rate is higher. Suggest to use default level.



Dynamic Marking: can choose to show or not show the track



Detection Type： The detection types include pedestrian and vehicle.
When the settings are enable, the only detect the alarms triggered by
human or vehicles, but need to consume more CPU of IPC. If it is not
turned on, all objects passing through the line will be detected.



Rule Number：Max set 4 rule number. Draw a rule area on the area map,
and click to the next few rules, then you can draw rules on the area map.
The rule switch and rule type of each rule are independent, and they need
to be opened, closed or set separately.



Rule Switch：The switch to every rule



Rule Type：Setup to each rule, A->B means can detect A to B direction
moving, B->A means can detect B to A direction moving, A ←→B means
can detect two directions moving.



LCD (Line Crossing Detection): click on the area, draw a square area of
four points, and then set it as a perimeter intrusion detection rule. You can
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draw four rule areas, each rule has a corresponding digital ID. Click the red
small box next to the digital ID of the rule, and you can drag or stretch the
perimeter intrusion detection rule area.
（Note: when LCD (Line Crossing Detection）is triggered, "S" will appear on
the channel, and a pop-up window will appear in the lower left corner of
the page, as shown in picture 4-10. In addition, PID / LCD and PD & VD /
FD are mutually exclusive and cannot be enable at the same time）

1.5 SOD—Goods Lost Legacy
After entering【Remote Setting】，Select Intelligent to enter Goods Lost
Legacy . As the shown in picture 1-5

Picture 1-5

SOD setting menu



Enable：Enable or disable SOD



Sensitive： The sensitivity of triggering video tempering detection can be
set as 1-4. The larger the value is, the more sensitive the occlusion alarm
is. The default sensitivity of perimeter intrusion detection is set as 3



Dynamic Marking: can choose to show or not show the track



Rule Number：Max set 4 rule number. Draw a rule area on the area map,
and click to the next few rules, then you can draw rules on the area map.
The rule switch and rule type of each rule are independent, and they need
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to be opened, closed or set separately.


Rule Switch：The switch to every rule



Rule Type：Setup to each rule, Lost means can detect something is
missing, Legacy means can detect things left there, Lost & Legacy means
can detect Above two.

1.6 CC—Cross counting
After entering【Remote Setting】，Select Intelligent to enter CC . As the shown
in picture 1-6

Picture 1-6

CC setting menu



Enable：Enable or disable CC



Sensitive： The sensitivity of triggering video tempering detection can be
set as 1-4. The larger the value is, the more sensitive the occlusion alarm
is. The default sensitivity of perimeter intrusion detection is set as 3



Dynamic Marking: can choose to show or not show the track



Type：There are three type. Motion ,person ,Vehicle .



Alarm Number: Count the number of alarms, set the value from 1-255



Start Time: Set alarm start time



End Time: Set alarm end time



Rule Number：Draw a rule area on the area map,

The rule switch and
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rule type of each rule are independent, and they need to be opened,
closed or set separately.


Rule Switch：The switch to every rule



Rule Type：Setup to each rule, A->B means can detect A to B direction
moving, B->A means can detect B to A direction moving,

1.7 HM—Heat Map
After entering【Remote Setting】，Select Intelligent to enter HM . As the
shown in picture 1-6

Picture 1-7

HM setting menu



Enable：Enable or disable HM



Rule Number：Only one rule is allowed to be turned on. The entire screen
has been checked in the default area. If you need to customize the area,
check the box in the upper left corner of the screen, and drag the points
placed at the four corners of the screen to re-divide the detection area.



Rule Switch：The switch to rule

1.8 CD—Crowd Density Detection
After entering【Remote Setting】，Select Intelligent to enter CD . As the
shown in picture 1-8
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Picture 1-8

CD setting menu



Enable：Enable or disable CD



Sensitive： The sensitivity of triggering video tempering detection can be
set as 1-4. The larger the value is, the more sensitive the occlusion alarm
is. The default sensitivity of perimeter intrusion detection is set as 3



Dynamic Marking: can choose to show or not show the track



Min Pixel：The lowest pixel setting of human and vehicle. When the
recognized object is smaller than the pixel, no alarm is generated
accordingly. It can be set to 32-1080. Note: the figure recognition function
recognizes the whole picture as a 1080p picture.



Max Pixel：The highest pixel setting for people and vehicles. When the
recognized object is larger than the pixel, no alarm will be generated
accordingly. It can be set to 320-1080. Note: The image recognition
function can recognize the entire image as a 1080p image.



Max Detection Number: The number of detection can be set from 1-500



Detection Range：There are two mode for setting detection area. Full
Screen & Customize
① Full Screen：The detection area is the camera all cover area.
② Customize： Select this mode and a region box will appear on the

small window. Click the red small box next to the digital ID of the region box to
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drag or stretch the region.


Rule Number：Only one rule is allowed to be turned on. The entire screen
has been checked in the default area. If you need to customize the area,
check the box in the upper left corner of the screen, and drag the points
placed at the four corners of the screen to re-divide the detection area.



Rule Switch：The switch to rule

1.9 QD—Queue Length Detection
After entering【Remote Setting】，Select Intelligent to enter QD . As the
shown in picture 1-9

Picture 1-9 QD setting menu


Enable：Enable or disable QD



Sensitive： The sensitivity of triggering video tempering detection can be
set as 1-4. The larger the value is, the more sensitive the occlusion alarm
is. The default sensitivity of perimeter intrusion detection is set as 3



Dynamic Marking: can choose to show or not show the track



Min Pixel：The lowest pixel setting of human and vehicle. When the
recognized object is smaller than the pixel, no alarm is generated
accordingly. It can be set to 32-1080. Note: the figure recognition function
recognizes the whole picture as a 1080p picture.
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Max Pixel：The highest pixel setting for people and vehicles. When the
recognized object is larger than the pixel, no alarm will be generated
accordingly. It can be set to 32-1080. Note: The image recognition function
can recognize the entire image as a 1080p image.



Max Detection Number: the max number of Personnel detection can be
set from 1-100



Max Pro Time: The alarm will be triggered if no one has left the area for
more than the set time，can be set to 1-3600



Detection Range：There are two mode for setting detection area. Full
Screen & Customize
① Full Screen：The detection area is the camera all cover area.
② Customize： Select this mode and a region box will appear on the

small window. Click the red small box next to the digital ID of the region box to
drag or stretch the region.


Rule Number：Only one rule is allowed to be turned on. The entire screen
has been checked in the default area. If you need to customize the area,
check the box in the upper left corner of the screen, and drag the points
placed at the four corners of the screen to re-divide the detection area.



Rule Switch：The switch to rule

2. Recognition
Allow list, Black list and Stranger settings menu,As the shown in Picture 2-1
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Picture 2-1 Recognition menu


Enable：Enable or disable Allow(Block) list



Allow list edit: Import of face image data set as Allow list



Block list edit: Import of face image data set as Block list
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3.Alarm
3.1 FD—Face Detection

Picture 3-1 FD alarm menu


Latch Time：when trigger alarm, the external alarm device output alarm
time, can selected time period is 5S,10S, 20S, 30S.



Post Recording：After triggered alarm, the post record time, selected time
period is OFF, 5S, 10S, 20S, 30S



Alarm Out：Trigger alarm then if will be I/O output



Send Email：If trigger alarm, send the Email to notify, the Email setup need
to set in Remote Setting –Network-Email



FTP upload： Whether to upload the alarm information to the FTP server
when the camera triggers the IO alarm.



Cloud Picture：When the camera triggers the IO alarm, whether to upload
the screenshot to the FTP server.



Enable Record：If to do record.
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3.2 FR—Face Recognition

Picture 3-2 FR alarm menu


Enable：Enable or disable the list



Similarity: If the similarity is greater than the set percentage, alarm



Latch Time：when trigger alarm, the external alarm device output alarm
time, can selected time period is 0-5S,10S, 20S, 40S, 60S.



Alarm Out：Trigger alarm then if will be I/O output



Save Picture: Enable or disable the Picture



Save the background: Enable or disable the background



Send Email：If trigger alarm, send the Email to notify, the Email setup need
to set in Remote Setting –Network-Email



FTP upload： Whether to upload the alarm information to the FTP server
when the camera triggers the IO alarm.



Cloud Picture：When the camera triggers the IO alarm, whether to upload
the screenshot to the FTP server.



Alarm Schedule: One grid in the table is 30 minute, you can press and
hold the left mouse button to slide the tick time table. If you check the time
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table, it will turn blue. If you do not check the time table, it will be blank. If
you record the schedule of intelligent alarm by default, it will be blank. User
can setup according to private requirement to choose different record type
and time.

3.3 AD—Attribute Detection

Picture 3-3 AD alarm menu


Alarm Type: There are three types of alarms include Close,No Mask,Wear
Mask



Latch Time：when trigger alarm, the external alarm device output alarm
time, can selected time period is 5S,10S, 20S, 30S.



Post Recording：After triggered alarm, the post record time, selected time
period is OFF, 5S, 10S, 20S, 30S



Alarm Out：Trigger alarm then if will be I/O output



Send Email：If trigger alarm, send the Email to notify, the Email setup need
to set in Remote Setting –Network-Email



FTP upload： Whether to upload the alarm information to the FTP server
when the camera triggers the IO alarm.



Cloud Picture：When the camera triggers the IO alarm, whether to upload
the screenshot to the FTP server.
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Enable Record：If to do record.

3.4 PD&VD—Human&Vehicle Detection

Picture 3-4 PD&VD alarm menu


Latch Time：when trigger alarm, the external alarm device output alarm
time, can selected time period is 5S,10S, 20S, 30S.



Post Recording：After triggered alarm, the post record time, selected time
period is OFF, 5S, 10S, 20S, 30S



Alarm Out：Trigger alarm then if will be I/O output



Send Email：If trigger alarm, send the Email to notify, the Email setup need
to set in Remote Setting –Network-Email



FTP upload： Whether to upload the alarm information to the FTP server
when the camera triggers the IO alarm.



Cloud Picture：When the camera triggers the IO alarm, whether to upload
the screenshot to the FTP server.



Enable Record：If to do record.
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3.5 PID—Perimeter Intrusion Detection

Picture 3-5 PID alarm menu


Latch Time：when trigger alarm, the external alarm device output alarm
time, can selected time period is 5S,10S, 20S, 30S.



Post Recording：After triggered alarm, the post record time, selected time
period is OFF, 5S, 10S, 20S, 30S



Alarm Out：Trigger alarm then if will be I/O output



Send Email：If trigger alarm, send the Email to notify, the Email setup need
to set in Remote Setting –Network-Email



FTP upload： Whether to upload the alarm information to the FTP server
when the camera triggers the IO alarm.



Cloud Picture：When the camera triggers the IO alarm, whether to upload
the screenshot to the FTP server.



Enable Record：If to do record.
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3.6 LCD—Line Crossing Detection

Picture 3-6 LCD alarm menu


Latch Time：when trigger alarm, the external alarm device output alarm
time, can selected time period is 5S,10S, 20S, 30S.



Post Recording：After triggered alarm, the post record time, selected time
period is OFF, 5S, 10S, 20S, 30S



Alarm Out：Trigger alarm then if will be I/O output



Send Email：If trigger alarm, send the Email to notify, the Email setup need
to set in Remote Setting –Network-Email



FTP upload： Whether to upload the alarm information to the FTP server
when the camera triggers the IO alarm.



Cloud Picture：When the camera triggers the IO alarm, whether to upload
the screenshot to the FTP server.



Enable Record：If to do record.
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3.7 SOD—Goods Lost Legacy

Picture 3-7 SOD alarm menu


Latch Time：when trigger alarm, the external alarm device output alarm
time, can selected time period is 5S,10S, 20S, 30S.



Post Recording：After triggered alarm, the post record time, selected time
period is OFF, 5S, 10S, 20S, 30S



Alarm Out：Trigger alarm then if will be I/O output



Send Email：If trigger alarm, send the Email to notify, the Email setup need
to set in Remote Setting –Network-Email



FTP upload： Whether to upload the alarm information to the FTP server
when the camera triggers the IO alarm.



Cloud Picture：When the camera triggers the IO alarm, whether to upload
the screenshot to the FTP server.



Enable Record：If to do record.
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3.8 CC—Cross Counting

Picture 3-8 CC alarm menu


Latch Time：when trigger alarm, the external alarm device output alarm
time, can selected time period is 5S,10S, 20S, 30S.



Post Recording：After triggered alarm, the post record time, selected time
period is OFF, 5S, 10S, 20S, 30S



Alarm Out：Trigger alarm then if will be I/O output



Send Email：If trigger alarm, send the Email to notify, the Email setup need
to set in Remote Setting –Network-Email



FTP upload： Whether to upload the alarm information to the FTP server
when the camera triggers the IO alarm.



Cloud Picture：When the camera triggers the IO alarm, whether to upload
the screenshot to the FTP server.



Enable Record：If to do record.
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3.9 FA—face attendance

Picture 3-9 FA alarm menu


Enable：Enable or disable QD



Send Email: Set the time to send mail, the Email setup need to set in
Remote Setting –Network-Email



ON DUTY: Set start time



OFF DUTY: Set end time



Mode: Set the mail sending mode including day, week, month



Working days: Set the working days that require attendance



Group: Set the corresponding group
(Note: The data that is sent is the data before the sending date. For

example, if you set the monthly mode, the sending date is the 15th, and the
range of the data is from the 15th of the previous month to the 14th of this
month. If there is no data during the time period, no file will be sent through
email.)
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3.10 CD—Crowd Density Detection

Picture 3-10 CD alarm menu


Latch Time：when trigger alarm, the external alarm device output alarm
time, can selected time period is 5S,10S, 20S, 30S.



Post Recording：After triggered alarm, the post record time, selected time
period is OFF, 5S, 10S, 20S, 30S



Alarm Out：Trigger alarm then if will be I/O output



Send Email：If trigger alarm, send the Email to notify, the Email setup need
to set in Remote Setting –Network-Email



FTP upload： Whether to upload the alarm information to the FTP server
when the camera triggers the IO alarm.



Cloud Picture：When the camera triggers the IO alarm, whether to upload
the screenshot to the FTP server.



Enable Record：If to do record.
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3.11 QD—Queue Length Detection

Picture 3-11 QD alarm menu


Latch Time：when trigger alarm, the external alarm device output alarm
time, can selected time period is 5S,10S, 20S, 30S.



Post Recording：After triggered alarm, the post record time, selected time
period is OFF, 5S, 10S, 20S, 30S



Alarm Out：Trigger alarm then if will be I/O output



Send Email：If trigger alarm, send the Email to notify, the Email setup need
to set in Remote Setting –Network-Email



FTP upload： Whether to upload the alarm information to the FTP server
when the camera triggers the IO alarm.



Cloud Picture：When the camera triggers the IO alarm, whether to upload
the screenshot to the FTP server.



Enable Record：If to do record.
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4. Statistics
4.1 Face Detection

Picture 4-1 Face Detection menu


Date：Select a specific date;



Report type: Including date/week/quarter/year



Group: Choose a specific list, including All, Allow List, Block List, Stranger



Export statistical data, search for the data, and click the "Export" button on
the right to export the statistical data. The file format is .CSV. There will be
a prompt if the data is exported successfully.
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4.2 Human & Vehicle Detection

Picture 4-2 Human & Vehicle Detection menu


Date：Select a specific date;



Report type: Including data/week/quarter/year.



Type: Select the specific alarm type,

including All, PID(Human & Vehicle),

LCD(Human & Vehicle)

 Export statistical data, search for the data, and click the "Export" button on
the right to export the statistical data. The file format is .CSV. There will be
a prompt if the data is exported successfully.

4.3 Cross Counting Statistics

Picture 4-3-1 Cross Counting Statistics menu
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Report type: Including date/week/quarter/year



Detection type: Including Motion, Person, Vehicle



Line crossing type: Including Cross In, Cross out



Statistical data export: Search for data, name the file, and click the
"Export" button on the right to export the statistical data. The file format
is .CSV. There will be a prompt if the data is exported successfully.



System time: Select a specific time.



Select “Line Chart” button, Click “Search”, and the results will be displayed
as a line graph. As is shown in Figure 4-3-1.



Select “Column Chart” button, Click “Search”, and the results will be
displayed as a bar chart. As is shown in Figure 4-3-2.

Picture 4-3-2 Column Chart Statistics menu
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4.4 Heat Map Statistics

Picture 4-4-1 Space Heat Map menu


Report type: Including date/week/quarter/year;



Date: Select a specific date;



Start Hour—End Hour: Set the starting and ending time period.



Select the "Space Heat Map" button, click "Search", the search results are
displayed as pictures, as is shown in Figure 4-4-1. The more frequent the
Motion activities in the currently selected area are, the darker the color is.
The colors show blue to red, which correspondingly means from light to
dark.



Select “Time Heat Map” button, click “Search”, and the results will be
displayed as a bar chart. As is shown in Figure 4-4-2.
Note: The time heat map is a statistical calculation of the number of targets
within the current range for each frame of data processed. Since the
number has been accumulated, the NVR will re-normalize the data, so the
data does not have an actual corresponding value at this time.
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Picture 4-4-2 Time Heat Map menu
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